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Dear Readers,
Welcome to the third issue of the Exa2Green
newsletter. It is our pleasure to keep you up to
date with the progress of our project and to
make you aware of news and activities around
energy-efficient high performance computing.
In this issue of our newsletter, we present the
results achieved during the first year of the project runtime. We give an impression about the
work performed in the technical working packages. Also, we would like to bring the
Exa2Green presence on Twitter, LinkedIn and
XING to your attention. We congratulate our
colleague Manuel Dolz on defending his dissertation recently, the first dissertation completed
in the framework of Exa2Green. We conclude
this newsletter with a note on two interesting
upcoming events, the EnA-HPC Conference in
September in Dresden (Germany), and the 3rd
International Workshop on Power-aware Algorithms, Systems and Architectures (PASA),
which is taking place also in September in Minneapolis (USA).
We hope that you will enjoy reading and we
also kindly invite you to visit our website at
www.exa2green.eu which will also keep you
updated about all activities around the
Exa2Green project.
Yours sincerely,
The Exa2Green consortium
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Exa2Green ID
Title
Energy-Aware Sustainable Computing on Future Technology —Paving
the Road to Exascale Computing

Programme
Seventh Framework Programme, Collaborative Project

Project No.
318793

Duration
01/11/2012-31/10/2015

Main objective
Exa2Green aims at developing a radically new energy-aware computing paradigm and programming methodology for exascale computing.

Partner countries
Germany, Switzerland and Spain

EXA2GREEN CONSORTIUM
Exa2Green Project Partners:
Coordinator:
Engineering Mathematics and Computing Lab (EMCL)
Interdisciplinary Center for Scientific Computing (IWR)
Heidelberg University - Germany
High Performance Computing and Architectures Group
Universitat Jaume I de Castellon - Spain
IBM Research - Zurich - Switzerland
Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology - Germany
Scientific Computing Group, Department of Informatics
Universität Hamburg - Germany
Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum - Germany
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
Swiss National Supercomputing Centre - Switzerland
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EXA2GREEN: Impressions from the first project year
(scalar product and matrix-vector multiplication
among others), iterative solvers (conjugate gradient), and spectral methods (FFT). This study has
lead to two main achievements:

With the start of 2014, approximately one third
of the time the Exa2Green project is running is
already met. We used this occasion to ask our
researchers about the project’s work status
and their results achieved:

(i) deep understanding of the contribution of different kernels to the total energy consumption of applications and of the cost of fine-grain components
such as arithmetic and memory access;

WP1: Design of tools for power– and energy
analysis on HPC systems

UHAM has initiated the tasks related to the WP1
(ii) development of a new methodology to accuduring the first year. The results have delivered a
rately model and predict power consumption of
tool framework provided by UHAM, which is flexilinear algebra kernels on multicore architectures.
ble and leverages Extrae/Paraver and VampirTrace/Vampir environments to
Additionally, IBM Research - Zuanalyze the power dissipation and
rich has extended the work related
the energy consumption of parallel
to new computer paradigms and
scientific applications. The framepower/energy metrics for HPC. A
work includes the PMLib library,
new energy-aware algorithm has
offering a simple interface to interbeen developed for dense sysact with self-designed and comtems of linear equations, typical of
mercial wattmeters. Extensions in
covariance problems. The main
the framework are always possible
Visualisation with Vampir
idea behind this results is to emand new metrics can be included, e.g.,
ploy
low
precision techniques (e.g., itprocessor/sleep states, hardware power counters,
erative refinement) together with data approximainformation on running processes, system utilization (e.g., use a reduced number of diagonals to
tion, etc. This tool is enabling project partners to
perform the matrix-vector multiplications in the
identify sources of power inefficiency directly in
Conjugate Gradient method).
the analysed library code and applications, e.g.,
the evaluation of COSMO-ART. UHAM has also
WP3: Development of energy-aware numerical
provided guidelines for saving energy by just
linear algebra libraries
changing the behaviour of "idle" processes and
threads involved in MPI and OpenMP, respecThe interactions arising in the triangle performtively, of parallel scientific applications. The curance-power-energy for the execution of a pivotal
rent tasks include a power and energy model in
numerical algorithm, the iterative Conjugate Gradiorder to predict the power consumed by scientific
ent (CG) method, on a diverse collection of paralapplications.
lel multithreaded architectures were analysed. The
range of target architectures included from general
-purpose and digital signal multicore processors to
manycore graphics processing units (GPUs), as
representatives for current multithreaded systems.
This analysis is especially timely in a decade
where the power wall has arisen as a major obstacle to build faster processors.

WP2: Set-up for innovative energy efficient algorithmic kernels
IBM Research - Zurich has performed an extensive power and energy consumption analysis of
HPC and scientific computing fundamental kernels, ranging from BLAS-1 and BLAS-2 operations
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EXA2GREEN: Impressions from the first project year
than one GPU attached to the host computer, it is
possible to distribute the data and the computations onto the devices. Each device performs the
computations on its part of the data. Data is transferred between host and GPUs using the GPUDirect and asynchronous multicopy techniques.

Moreover, the CG method has recently been proposed as a complement to the LINPACK benchmark, as this iterative method is argued to be
more archetypical of the performance of today’s
scientific and engineering applications. Based on
an analysis, the researchers introduced a redesign of the CG method for GPUs, reshaping the
GPU kernels induced by the classical formulation
of this method into algorithm-specific routines,
which resulted in a slight
increase of performance
and, more importantly, enabled the efficient exploitation of power-saving techniques implicit in the hardware, producing remarkable
energy savings.

WP5: Showcase for energy-optimized aerosol
chemistry packages

Delays in the COSMO-M7/
ART implementation meant
that it had to be abandoned
as a viable choice for a
baseline. The COSMO-ART
baseline was agreed upon in
February 2014, a snapshot
of the code was produced,
and benchmarked for energy
WP4: Advancing hardware
-to-solution on the current,
-aware algorithms
state-of-the-art target platform, a dual-socket Ivybridge
The collaborators from Unicluster at CSCS. Other
versity of Heidelberg have
benchmarks on state-of-theput their main focus on the
General bulk aerosol microphysics module M7
art platforms may be perdevelopment of asynchroformed within other work
nous iteration methods for multi-GPU systems.
packages,
e.g.,
IBM
BG/Q.
As a potential producThe methods are derived from Jacobi-type linear
tion system for MeteoSwiss, this benchmark is
solvers. The efficiency of standard iterative methrelevant for the community. Moreover the baseline
ods often suffers from synchronization requirerun configuration can be reproduced in all future
ments, typically due to the dependency of the
versions of the code.
computations for the next iteration on results from
the previous iteration step. Asynchronous methIn addition, during M3-M12 techniques for porting
ods greatly relax this restriction. Therefore, they
code to accelerators were investigated, in particuare well suited for being implemented on graphics
lar the STELLA domain specific embedded lanprocessing units (GPU). Modern GPUs are
guage (DSEL) used for the port of the COSMO
equipped with thousands of cores on one acceldynamical core, and OpenACC utilized in the porterator card. The asynchronous methods develing of the remainder of COSMO as part of a sepaoped in Work Package 4 are able to exploit this
rate Swiss project, http://www.c2sm.ethz.ch/
immense compute power of the GPU hardware.
research/High_Performance_Computing/COSMO
They can outperform common CPU implementa-CCLM. The WP5 STELLA-related work is docutions both in terms of runtime as well as energy
mented in www.hpcforge.org in Work Package 5
consumption.
of Exa2Green.
For multi-GPU systems, i.e. when there is more
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It’s time to follow: EXA2GREEN is now on Twitter, LinkedIn
and the German Network XING
To be on track on all Exa2Green activities, you
can now follow the project consortium on different
social media channels:

puting. Join the group to stay updated on project
results and technology watches related to
Exa2Green and Green HPC
(www.linkedin.com).

Exa2Green on Twitter: Follow the account Exa2Green to receive the latest
project information (https://twitter.com/
Exa2Green).

Exa2Green on XING: XING is a business network widely spread and used
by the German-speaking community.
The XING group Green High PerformSource: www.twitter.com
Exa2Green on LinkedIn: Information
ance Computing informs the German
about Exa2Green and research topics
HPC community about Exa2Green. The commuaround it will be presented and discussed in the
nication language is German (www.xing.com).
LinkedIn Group Green High Performance Com-

EXA2GREEN: Publications of the first project year
No.

Title

Main Author

1

Automatic detection of Power Bottlenecks in Parallel
Scientific Applications

M. Barreda, S. Catalán, M. F.
Dolz, E.S. Quitana (UJI)

4th International Conference on Energy-Aware High
Performance Computing. Computer Science – Research and Development

2

Performance and energy analysis of the iterative
solution of sparse linear systems on multicore and
manycore architectures

J. I. Aliaga, H. Anzt, M. Castillo, J.
C. Fernández, G. León, J. Pérez,
E. S. Quintana. (UJI)

10th Int. Conf. on Parallel Processing and Applied
Mathematics -- PPAM 2013
Lecture Notes in Computer Science

3

Changing Computing Paradigms Towards Power
Efficiency

P. Kavík, A.C.I. Malossi, C.
Bekas, A. Curioni (IBM)

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (A), in
a special issue with title "Stochastic modelling and
energy-efficient computing for weather and climate
prediction"

4

A block-asynchronous relaxation method for graphics processing units

H. Anzt, S. Tomov, J. Dongarra,
V. Heuveline (KIT/UHEI)

Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing

5

Modeling power and energy consumption of dense
matrix factorizations on multicore processors

M. F. Dolz (UJI/UHAM)

Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience

6

Improving the energy efficiency of sparse linear
system solvers on multicore and manycore systems

H. Anzt (UHEI-UJI)

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A -Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences

7

Improved accuracy and parallelism for MRRR-based
eigensolvers -- A mixed precision approach

M. Petschow (UJI)

SIAM J. on Scientific Computing

8

Evaluating Power-Performace Benefits of Data Compression in HPC Storage Servers

Manuel F. Dolz - UHAM

ENERGY

9

Reducing Storage Total Cost of Ownership Using
Michael Kuhn - UHAM
Compression
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Third EXA2GREEN Partner Meeting in Heidelberg, Germany
On 9th and 10th of December 2013 the
Exa2Green partners officially came together
again for the third Exa2Green Partner Meeting.
It was organized at the premises of the new
project coordinator, the Engineering Mathematics and Computing Lab (EMCL) at Heidelberg
University.

tute of Technology to Heidelberg University, as
this came along with unexpected administrative
issues. Nevertheless, most of the delays could
be caught up.
The first day of the partner meeting was as well
used for an internal workshop on intellectual
property rights. In this workshop, lead by Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum (SEZ), the background of
all partners for the direct project outcomes was
defined. Additionally, some first possible foreground, which has the potential to be commercialized, was identified.

The partner meeting, held after the completion
of the first project year, offered a good opportunity to exchange and to further advance the
ongoing project activities. Looking back on the
twelve months that had passed since the start
of Exa2Green, a good amount of tasks and
first milestones had been achieved. The first
project year was a bit challenged through the
move of the coordinator from Karlsruhe Insti-

In June 2014 the Exa2Green M18 Partner
Meeting will be held near Zurich, in Rüschlikon,
Switzerland. IBM Research will be the hosting
partner.

In Brief: The first dissertation in the framework of
EXA2GREEN has been defended
Dr. Manuel F. Dolz has defended his PhD dissertation “Energy-Aware Matrix Computations
on Multithreaded Architectures” on March 21st
2014. Manuel received his PhD from Universitat Jaume I. He was previously employed as a
PhD student by the Spanish partner Universitat
Jaume I and started to work for Universtät
Hamburg in March 2013. Much of his dissertation has contributed to the ongoing Exa2Green
project activities.

ware features that leverage low-power states
are used to tune and minimize energy-tosolution of key algorithms. To evaluate energy
savings tools to analyze the power consumption of scientific applications were developed.
Power models were also designed in order to
predict power dissipation of key algorithms and
reduce total energy consumption. The results
presented increase awareness of the power
wall in high performance computing with the
use of power-aware techniques, methodologies
and guidelines that allow the design of energyefficient scientific applications.

In the PhD dissertation he investigated energy
consumption for the specific domain of dense
and sparse linear algebra. In this sense, hard-
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5th EnA-HPC Conference in Dresden, Germany
The fifth international conference on EnergyAware High Performance Computing (EnA-HPC )
will take place at the Technische Universität
Dresden, Germany from 1-2 September 2014

The scope of the conference comprises of the
development of energy efficient algorithms, it‘s
modeling, simulation, benchmarking, measurement of relevant data in the hardware/software
environment, deployment of new hardware like
energy optimized processors, network components, etc., analysis, facility issues like the optimization of the computer room for optimal power
efficiency and so on.

The EnA-HPC conference brings together researchers, developers, vendors, and users to discuss the energy consumption challenge that HPC
is facing. Some of the key issues are applications, modeling, simulation, measurement, analysis and optimization, facility issues and business
concepts. EnA-HPC provides a forum to present
novel solutions that tackle these issues. The conference is organised by Center for Information
Services and High Performance Computing (ZIH)
and Technische Universität Dresden.

The deadline for paper submission is 11th April,
2014. Accepted papers will be published in a
special edition of “Computer Science – Research
and Development”, Springer Verlag.
For further information, please visit:
www.ena-hpc.org

3rd International Workshop on Power-aware Algorithms, Systems
and Architectures (PASA) in Minneapolis, MN, USA
 Emerging power efficient storage device such

The 3rd International Workshop on Power-aware
Algorithms, Systems and Architectures (PASA)
will be held in conjunction with the 43rd International Conference on Parallel Processing (ICPP2014) in Minneapolis, USA, during September 912, 2014. ICPP PASA 2014 will be organized
around the following tracks:

 Power-aware runtime systems
 Power and performance modeling






as Solid-State Device
Power-aware programming scheme
Power-aware resource management strategies
Novel architecting that assists in power management
Thermal control and reduction

The workshop papers will be included in the proceedings of ICPP. The published papers will be
available at the conference in CD format, and will
be submitted to the IEEE CS Digital Library.

and

evaluation
 Tools for power profiling, accounting and
measurement
 System-level cross-layer coordination
 Hardware/software co-design to improve
power efficiency

For further information, please visit: https://
sites.google.com/site/icpppasa2014/
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